Helsinki 14.3.2018

To: Nominated referees and their Association
   The Austrian Floorball Federation

Cc: IFF RC, IFF Competition

Women’s 3-Nations tournament in Austria, on 27th to 29th of April 2018

The IFF Referee Committee has nominated the following referee pairs to referee the Women’s 3-Nations matches in Austria from 27th to 29th of April 2018.

Ales Zorman / Andraz Zupancic SLO
Jürgen Filipic / Markus Dopernig AUT
Andreas Gassner / Lukas Jakoubek AUT

The Austrian referee pairs are nominated from the IFF Referee Development group and the other pair will referee women’s game between Belgium and France and the other pair a WU19 practice game on the 30th of April assuming that the Austrian Floorball Federation will organize an IFF referee observer to the premises to observe those games.

The organizer, the Austrian Floorball Federation, is responsible of organizing the daily allowances, travel and board & lodging for the referees. The contact person is Mrs. Heidi Leb.

Kindest regards

International Floorball Federation
Referee Committee

Veli Halonen b.d